Old, Fat, Punks

Derek, Tim and Trol are three ageing rebels, hitting their fifties. Disillusioned by the way the
world has turned out and the frustration of their teenage dreams of a better life or a revolution.
All they have left are stories of past glory and pints of cheap beer at one of the last punk-pubs
in London. Watching a riot unfurl on television, to no point and no effect, their frustration
boils over and they decide to do something futile and stupid, a grand, nihilistic gesture of
futility. Comedy, social and political satire, and frustration all meet in this story of a
revolutionary caper in a style somewhere between The Comic Strip Presents and Guy Ritchie.
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James Desborough reflects on the transience of cultural context and the role it plays in his
novel, Old, Fat Punks.
I'm 55 now. I'm old, fat and bald. When I tell people I was in a punk band, most just laugh and
think I'm joking. But I'm very proud of what we did. QR code for Old, Fat Punks. Title, Old,
Fat Punks. Author, James Desborough. Publisher, pho-one.com, ISBN, , Export Citation .
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